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FOREWORD

The questions and answers presented in this document originated at an industry-
wide meeting sponsored by the Energy Research and Development Administration
held in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, on July 22, 1975, to discuss features and
provisions of an ERDA plan to adjust contracts held by firms receiving uranium
enriching services from ERDA.

On June 19, 1975, ERDA announced terms of an expanded contract modification
plan. The modified contract option broadened a previous plan proposed on
January 15, 1975, by the former Atomic Energy Commission. The meeting in
Oak Ridge on July 22, 1975, was designed to provide additional information on
the expanded contract option and to offer ample opportunity for questions and
answers prior to August 18, 1975, by which time enriching services customers
who chose the one-time option had to so notify ERDA.

The meeting included presentations by officials of ERDA Headquarters and ERDA's
Oak Ridge Operations on the features of the contract adjustment offer, including
provisions for contract termination in whole, separative work schedule adjustments,
and uranium feed delivery schedule relaxation. At the meeting it was announced
that ERDA would publish and distribute a transcript of the question and answer
segments of the program. An agenda is reproduced to identify program speakers
and panelists who responded to both oral and written questions. The July 22,
1975, meeting followed two previous ERDA uranium enrichment meetings held in
Oak Ridge during February of 1975 for both domestic and foreign representatives
and covered the operating plan for the ERDA gaseous diffusion plants.
Proceedings of those two conferences have been published and previously distri-
buted by ERDA as CONF-750209, its supplement, CONF-750209-S1, and CONF-750210.
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URANIUM ENRICHMENT CONFERENCE

OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE

JULY 22, 1975

Questions addressed to F. P. Baranowski

How did you arrive at the tails assay plan?

We started with the present .2% knowing we had to get to .3% tails assay

et the end. In addition to this, we took a look at the need to further

increase our enriched uranium stockpile. On the basis of pushing a

scaleup of the supply industry we eventually get to a .3% tails assay

with the higher tonnage requirements as well as building up a stockpile.

Also we considered comments of industry which had stated that July 1,

1976, was too early to change the tails assay to .275% like we had wanted

to do earlier. Many of those comments indicated we should hold .2% for

a while and then increase the tails assay in steps. So, taking our

objectives and the comments of industry, we came up with our plan for

increasing tails assay.

You said that you knew that you had to get to .3%, why is that?

Because under the fixed quantity of separative work in the enrichment

plants, eventually with an improvement program will be a total of 27.7

million separative work units, and the contracts we have, which if, now

341,000 megawatts electrical, and assuming 85% of the domestic customers



select plutonium recycle and 15% do not, you must have sufficient feed

to service these reactors, and this requires a tails assay of about .3%. t

It's a calculated amount, once you establish two things, the separative |r

work in the plant and the percentage of customers on plutonium recycle. " f

That number can change, obviously. Notice the large percentage of the j

people with requirements contracts who are not fixed yet as far as plutonium

recycle. If you have a lower % than 85% then one sees a rising tails

assay because we have a fixed amount of separative work.

Right now we are operating on a split tails policy.

Do you plan to continue this kind of operation, will split tails be

discontinued? \

I like to look at it another way. That is, the feed which we're using is to i

build up an inventory at the end of the FY-8S period (refer back to the 1

February session). We are thinking of having inventories as high as 23

to 30-million separative work units. If you tie in the amount of natural

feed in that stockpile, this is essentially all the material which the

ERDA now has on hand, so I don't see that this is really split tails.

We're feeding the material into the plant to produce a larger stockpile

by '86 for the benefit of the industry in order to support our enrichment

contracts in the event we Have a shortage of power in the early years as

well as a backup of any private plants that are put into operation in

the United States. It is actually being used to build up an inventory.

*
Also assuming 40& of ERDA's foreign customers choose plutonium recycle.



You indicated 23 to 30 million as perhaps a reasonable stockpile. Do

you have a number in mind for what might be too large a stockpile? In

other words: if there are many delays now, that stockpile could possible

go up over 30 and perhaps approach 40.

This is an item that's being discussed now within the Administration.

What size should the stockpile be. A large part depends on what kinds

of commitments we have with the private enrichers: what support they

want as well as the risks which the Administration may want to take in

the way of the operation of thtse plants to support its contracts. I

mentioned 23 to 30 million primarily, because the 23 million was what we

had shown in the February session and the 30 million may be a number

that comes out of Open Season, assuming the 85/15% split on plutonium

recycle continues. This total is in excess of the seven million we have

set aside to take care of fluctuations in plant operation. Any other

comments or questions?

Does this Open Season apply equally to domestic contracts and foreign

contracts?

Both domestic and foreign. All contracts are involved, except require-

ments contracts. They already have the flexibility

Are you assuming plutonium is recycled as available, with a reasonable

lifetime? What, are the assumptions on it? We talk about plutonium

recycle but what does that mean?

a ^ - i ; ! ^ ^ ^



We assume the scheduled assumptions that were in the original contracts,

those that have been signed up with appendices. The same rate of growth

generally that they used for plutonium recycle is assumed irs the balance

of the contracts.

Is it considered realistic that we'll have plutonium recycle in five or

six years?

Well, that's the judgment, I think, that the companies have to be

looking at in regard to how they want to complete the appendices of the

contracts. It's quite clear, for example, with the NRC provisional

ruling, that, if there is a delay to 1978, obviously they are going to

have to take a hard look at the appendices to see what they want with

respect to plutonium recycle, To answer your question another way, the

projections ERDA now is making, with respect to plutonium recycle shows

a delay from what was assumed a year ago.

What do you feel will be the impact on recycled uranium with the delay

in reprocessing licensinj and the shortage in demand of reprocessing, do

you expect that that's a critical situation?

The way we look at it, if there is no reprocessing, we'll see an increase

in the separative work and feed of about 30%. So if you do not have

both plutonium recycle and recycle spent fuel material, then there is a

higher demand with respect to the separative work and feed. I'd like to

point out, that under the way we establish the contracts, there is no



Plutonium recycle in the system until a favorable generic decision is

rendered by NRC. Remember that if they do not approve plutoniurn recycle,

then roughly 320,000 megawatts can be supported with the tails assay of

362 and the balance above that are conditional foreign contracts which

present a commitment which would be supplied from other domestic sources.

In addition to the roughly 320,000 MWe which we have put under firm

contract, there is about 21 to 22,000 MWe under what we call conditional

contracts.

We now have a proposal from UEA to build an enrichment plant. We also

are on the street today with requests for proposal for gas centrifuge

plants sc there is a high probability that these conditional contracts

would be serviced by domestic private enrichmertt capacity.

What happens if utilities decide to be very conservative and just show

straight requirements and reflect no residual recycle?

Then, if that turns out to be the basis for our contracts, and we have

to service those contracts, then you'll see a drop in the 23 to 30

million separative work units we talked about. That will just pull down

inventory very rapidly, but one way to hold it is to go up in tails

assay. If all the rest of our customers do not select plutonium recycle

under the contract, the only way to hold the inventory is to go above

.3% tails assay. And this will require in '81 in excess of 40,000 tons

of yellow cake.



What are your motivations for increasing your tails assay in the years

before 1980? To increase the market for the uranium supplier and provide

cash flow for them?

Two reasons, that, and also to build up a higher stockpile of material.

OK. But the reason about the uranium market, we are unable to get

people to sell us uranium in that period so we don't see ttrt they need

any motivation for additional business, they don't seem to want it.

This plan is to be decided by March 1976, if we are to give proper

notice under your contracts. I think you people should consider how you

want to comment on that plan in the interim period of time.

In the summer of 1974? you closed the door to additional ERDA contracts. j

With that, what circumstances would dictate that you open that door up |

again? Would a priyate (industry) have to come along, which I gather you j
' • \

are encouraging. If the private (industry) came along to the degree that !
1

there was available capacity within ERDA or Oak Ridge, would that be }
\

opened up again? *

No, we're looking to private industry to pick up all new contracts. We

don't see any situation at the present time that would open up con-

tracting by ERDA. We have no thinking at all to open up contracting now

that we have the UEA proposal and the requests for proposal for the gas

centrifuge projects. If they build as they now contemplate building

enrichment plants, there should be sufficient separative work for all

new contracts.



Questions addressed to D. C. Thomas and P. C. deVergie

I'd like to pursue the question that was raised by the gentleman on the

other side a little more. You had a chart with $8/1b uranium, $15/lt>

uranium, it appears those days are gone. It appears here today, the

days of $30/lb uranium are gone. It seems to me that in order to

stabilize the uranium market, you would like to ..., it looks like it

would be in your best interest for you to lessen the demand as ruch as

possible. Because of demand or perhaps because of oil prices or what-

ever the reason is, uranium supply is in a situation where prices have

gone sky high; producers, in anticipation of even higher prices are not

selling anything. It would seem to me in the interest of stabilizing

the situation you would move as much as possible to reduce demand. Why

do you not share that viewpoint?

It's pretty clear that the resources are available to satisfy that

particular green demand schedule. The question is putting in the necessary

exploration money to firm up the reserves; putting in the mines and

mills in the proper sequences in time enough to meet the demand. But,

from our standpoint there is quite a bit of resources around to do the

job. The other point, you know, is there is a substantial jump in

production that is going to have to occur, it's quite obvious from the

chart, from 10 to 15,000 to 25,000 and 35,000 or so by 1981 or 1982.

We've been using a $100 million for both the exploration and the milling

and mining investment, so there would be a commitment of roughly a

billion dollars associated even with that increase above the red line



within the industry. So we consider it to be a substantial investment

required, but the resources are there to meet the schedule if people go

ahead and put the necessary dollars into the system. How to do that is

awfully difficult for us to make adjustments. There is a lot of reasons

why it is not being done at the present time. And we will be talking

more and more with the industry, both the producing side as well as the

utility side in this particular area in the next few months.

There is one thing more. Orders are difficult to fill when a commodity

market, like uranium is in a state of expansion. They don't just come.

It takes a lot of work. It takes time, talking, and business communication.

Mr. deVergie, the comment just made about what part should ERDA play in

terms of smoothing the cash flow or the concerns of the producers;

it seems to me that the fact that reprocessing is not available now and

most people either have a reactor now already existing or who have

reactors coming on fairly soon, are already facing in existing uranium

contracts, such as they are, the effect of the lack of reprocessing so

there already is, a rather significant, I would say, increase in the

requirements that we face with our present contracts. Now, in addition

to that, many people have uranium contracts covering the next few

years, so that again we're faced with additional demands that we didn't

expect to face and we are already contracted for a few years. In other

words, there is already an increase in requirements that we thought we

didn't have to face for the immediate future. For ERDA to then say,

well, we have to make sure that along with the delays in reactors which



are coming about for every reason other than lack of uranium easily

available at cheap prices, we need to figure in. the problem of smooth-

ing the producers cash flow, seems almost, well, I can't think of a good

way to put it really. For example, the processing problem is such that

if you have an initial core already bought, the existing uranium supply

contract is not even enough to cover the 50% advance feed! It's possible!

I mean, privately I might defend that, but I'm not going to defend that

in public. My question, finally really is, how much is that tails assay

schedule which goes .20 to .3 in steps instead of going to .2 to .3 in

one jump in 1981, how much did the producers interest figure into that?

Giving that the lack of processing and other things, I would think,

would more than have made up for the delays in terms of keeping up

producer flow.

First of all so that the picture will be real clear with regard to the

producer's interest, per se, we did not talk to them to fix the schedule.

I want to make sure we are clear on that. The point here is, that we

took a look at two things. The higher tails does provide us with a

larger inventory; but, I think you can see t'lat if there is less plu-

tonium recycle, the inventory can be pulled down. Further, we feel

quite strongly that the uranium is there, if movements are made in the

industry to put in the necessary mills. When I say the industry, I mean

the total industry. I'm not trying to say the producer should do it

without the utilities. But it can be done, since the resources are

there. We did not have a strict formula by saying 40% of the adverse

impact from the increase in tails should go to the producers. We took



the judgment, in our minds, that we know that we have to get to .3% and

we figured if we stayed at .2% for a long period of time and then jumped

to .2% the impact would be detrimental. We felt instead there should be

a gradual increase. Whether .25 or .275 is the right number or not, is

one of the purposes of these meetings so we can get your input earlier

than we did before. Remember I mentioned an official announcment on the

change to the .25% tails assay is due next March. This gives industry

the time to talk about it. You may want to come in and talk to our

people at Oak Ridge, we will be glad to listen to you. We'll be talking,

as I mentioned, to the producers and the utilities, in earnest, in the next

number of months, and out of that dialogue, if there is any serious

reservations as to what can be done, we'll bring that up through the

Administrator. But again, the purpose of these meetings is to tell you

what we think are the right answers as we see the problems, and if you

people see it differently, we'd welcome your views. My point is that I

see the problem, but we have other things to look at, at the same time,

trying to get a balanced program.

I agree it is a very complex problem and it involves at least four major

variables in the nuclear fuel cycle and we are going to go into it with

more detail. I don't think at this time we can put the whole package

together. We are, today, isolating one particular element of it. It is

of course dangerous to do this without looking at the other side. We

try to look at it as best we can with the evidence available today.

As you can see just by one thing, I don't know how many of you were here
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at the other meeting in February, but you'll notice there is a consider-

able difference here between the capability of industry to produce and

the requirements. We also notice that there is a definite increase in

reporting on the part of industry of their plans to expand. •

Can I make a truly heretical remark and say that, is there any way we

can cut down the foreign customers and use their enrichment as our

stockpile and save the burden on American utilities industry of having

to buy additional uranium?

There's no way that we will cut back on any foreign contract because a

contract with them is a commitment. If it turns out that there is no

favorable generic decision on plutonium recycling then we would be

looking to other U.S. enriched sources to satisfy the foreign conditional

contracts. We're not looking for the convenient plan of terminating

foreign contracts for the purpose of building up the stockpile. That is

not in the cards. No program of that type is being considered anywhere

within the administration that I know of. I think with the President's

plan for private enrichment plants there is opportunity to have suf-

ficient separative work within the United States to satisfy both the

existing as well as the new contracts.

11
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Frank Baranowski: A number of questions were raised about the 85-15

percent split on plutonium recycle by a number of individuals, so I

thought we would hurriedly go over a slide presented by Paul deVergie

to make sure everybody is clear about the base we were talking about.

Eight-five percent means that 85% of the domestic customers that have

appendices have chosen plutonium recycle by filling out dual appendices.

This was based on experience in a small sample of customers (30% of

fixed commitment contracts). Presently 60% of the fixed commitment

contracts have appendices and of those, 70% have reflected plutonium

recycle. We had to make an assumption to establish a megawatt electric

limit when we were signing contracts and that assumption was made based

on the initial commitments.

(Conclusion of Morning Session)

12



In Frank Baranowski's absence, John LaFond, his Special Assistant, will

answer a couple of questions before he dashes off to Belgium to present

the Expanded Contract Option overseas. John.

Q. The first question is what is the current status of the commercial

price? When does it plan to be In place?

A. The commercial price legislation has been submitted to Congress.

Hearings have not yet been scheduled. The Congress must act on

changing the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 to permit pricing on this

basis as opposed to full cost recovery. In all likelihood, the

congressional action on commercial price will be related, if not

tied directly, to the congressional action on our capacity expansion

plan and private enrichment. I really can't give you an answer as to

when it will be in effect, though it will likely be sixty days after

the President signs the legislative package, when it's approved by

Congress.

Q. Does ERDA plan to go to commercial pricing, and what is the price?

A. Yes, we currently estimate the initial price to be $76/SWUi

Q. In what year dollars is the $76 based on?

A. Current year's dollar; today's dollar. We would reevaluate it

periodically and that would mean increases.

Q. How can you charge a "commercial" price when there is no "commercial"

market?

A. The commercial price is really legislation permitting us to charge

a price related to at least a full cost recovery of the enrichment

enterprises as opposed to only cost recovery. We have determined

we wish to charge a price that represents the fair value of separative

work and is not detrimental to the development of private sector

uranium enrichment in this country. That's the philosophy.

13



Q. The next question is, since ERDA has to have uranium feed to build a

true stockpile, why doesn't ERDA suggest an incentive program to the

utilities to deliberately obtain their excess feed on hand, or avail-

able instead of the punitive program outlined today?

A. The question is, to interpret that, why aren't we granting some sort

of credit against the value of the feed that we're asking to be

delivered? We did look at that option in reviewing the whole open

season package and in the final analysis we felt that the dollar

impact on the Government would be too significant. We are having

budget problems of our own, so why start laying out 50 to 100 million

dollars for credit against early feed, which is what some of the

calculations have shown. We just decided that option would not be

part of the package. We don't consider this early feed option as

punitive. We consider it as a partial relief beyond what it would

have been had we not done anything.

Q. May the first core be delivered over more than a 365 day period?

A. The fact that first core must be taken in a 365 day period is a

standard rule that still prevails. However, we have received a

request from two customers that under certain circumstances, would

it be possible to spread it out? We are evaluating these on a case

by case basis to see if it is to our benefit to do so. Only if we

can support it in our own thinking as a valid thing for us to do to

our benefit, will we even consider this. The general rule still

stands, but exceptions to the general rule can be made.

Q. If the utility accepts the new options, submits new dates for initial

delivery and reloads, can these dates be changed during the negotiation

of the contract after August 18?

A. The answer to that is no. On Che 18r.h we want a new starting date from

everybody that is slipping and that will be a binding date for modifi-

cation purposes.

14



Q. Can the new option be accepted by August 18, 1975 and be rejected

prior to final negotiation?

A. The answer there is also a no, assuming we agree with the information

that you give us on August 18. Legally, however, I don't know. If

for some reason you refused to sign your modification later, you might

be thrown into dispute. Our attorney will talk on that matter at this

time.

The information you submit on August 18, will be considered binding

and we will assume that you'll negotiate in good faith to come up

with the modification implementing your elective as indicated in

that information. To the extent that you receive the modification

and refuse to sign it for some reason — well I wouldn't want to

predict what the outcome of that might be.

Q. When will customer or customers material not qualify for usage

agreement?

A. There are a couple of basic reasons. One, if it's foreign material

for domestic use, it would be limited of course. There can be no

deliveries of such material at all until 1977 and the quantity is

limited by the published annual percentages. Secondly, if for some

reason we cannot use the material immediately, i.e. we have an ex-

tended power outage in the next year or so, so that we would have

no use for the material. Also, when we get out of the preproduction

mode we would no longer accept feed under usage agreements.

Q. Will there be dual appendices for contracts that do not yet have an

appendix A and B established? As to plutonium recycle, can it be

modified if reprocessing is not available or plutonium recycle

approval was delayed?

A. First question, will there be dual appendices for contracts that do

not have appendix A and B established? I think, yes. Jim (Hall),

15



didn't every contract have language that permits firming up dual

appendices?

I think most contracts do have language that permit the dual appendices

approach. There it̂ v be some that we didn't get that language incorpo-

rated into but it will be available for anybody who wants to take a

dual appendix approach.

The answer to the second part of that question, if only one appendix

was filed and it's for plutonium recycle, can it be modified? During

this one time expanded contract option you can revise that appendix,

taking into consideration the limitation that you'll have on the total

amount of SWUs spread over the original initial firm period. After

the expanded contract option is gone on August 19, there will be no

adjustments to that plutonium recycle appendix.

Q. Must dual appendices continue to reflect uranium recycle?

A. The answer to that, would be no. During the expanded contract option

it is not necessary for you to reflect any uranium recycle in the

appendix. Here again, be careful of your linn' tat ions on total sepa-

rative work.

Q. Clark, here's one for you. In your feed relaxation example, assuming

a Date A of July 1, 1976, when will feed delivery be required? Please

consider that FY-77 starts Oct. 1, 1976.

A. Feed would be required Jan. 1, 1976, which is 180 days before that

date A and it would end on Dec. 31, 1976 even if the appendices

showed the initial core as being in FY-77.

Q. Customer requests changes in quantities (no change in Date A and B),

will he be subjected to a new Appendiu D?

16
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A. If there is no delay, if we consider the changes in separative work

not to entail a delay there will be no Appendix D involved. It's

only in cases of slippages that Appendix D's will be instituted.

Q. If the delay is not an integral number of years, how do you determine

the slippage in Appendix A and B?

A. On August 18, when you reply, you can give us the months, you can

give us the days if you want to. Better yet, specify the new date

A. That way we have the new period defined.

Q. Is .'t possible to reset the trigger date on CPI for reload slippage?

A. Yes, the CPI date for reload slippage will have to be slipped at

least by the amount of slippage occurring in date A. It can be

slipped even further but it cannc. be less.

Q. I will repeat the question. Under the present appendix, there is a

condition in there saying that if the construction permit gets delayed

for 90 days that we can slip reloads for a year, I want to rephrase

that one such that, if a construction permit slips by 15 days we

could slide our reloads one year. May I?

A. Fifteen days? I don't think so because you're going to a lesser

time for triggering reload slippage than you had earlier. I think

we will allow some rewriting of that language, but it will be for

triggering slippages further out and not closer in. However the

slip you take from your date A that you have now to your new date

A, you have to have at least that much slippage in the construction

permit issuances date before you could get any relief.

Q. Yes, that is agreed. But after that. . . .

A. After that, ycu can set your new trigger dates ... you can readjust

them because with new fiscal, years you're moving into a different

17



period of time. The days might change from one period to another.

Many of them are written in specific days just to make it go fi-om

one year to another. I think we would allow that.

Q. In developing your early feed delivery schedule, you should take

into consideration that amount of time by which your construction

permit date has already slipped. That is if your plant because of

financial implications, has slipped two years, in reality your

construction permit date may have slipped only a year. Why not just

take that year into account with respect to your early feed delivery

schedule rather than saying that your construction permit must slip

by two years ox greater in order to affect any delay in your feed

deliveries.

A. I'm not sure that I fully understand the question but, under the

present schedule for slippage of reloads in the event of construction

permit delay, because of delays in the issuance of the construction

permit, to date many customers are already on a slipped schedule

and that will be the original schedule from which the advance feed

will be determined. That is taken into account to some extent now.

In order to get realistic advance feed deliveries we have to require

that the estimated date for the CPI be uniform with, or at least as

long as the slippage in, date A. You could slip all the advance feed

right out without ever delivering it, if you had a very closein

estimate. If there has been some slippage already, that will be

taken into account.

Q. Can spent fuel from a requirements type reactor be loaned to fixed

commitment reactors for purpose of pooling?

A. I think basically the answer to that is yes. One must be careful

in his requirements contract that he doesn't...have a problem with

his ceiling in trying to get any of that material back in, shown as

a return. I guess Jim, this should be mentioned in their appendix

in their requirements contract? Right.
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If you have a requirements contract now and the "extent to which"

language states you plan to recycle uranium but rather than re-

cycling, you loan it to the fixed commitment contract, you probably

would have or could have a ceiling problem. There are no termina-

tion consequences but you could have a ceiling problem in that you

don't have sufficient separative work for your requirements. If

you plan to do that regularly you should advise us but there's

nothing we can do about it because we won't be able to increase the

separative work in your contract. I think the point Pete was making

was that you have to see what your ceiling is and if you run into

problems there.

I think we should point out here that the real problem is in trying

to go the other way; fixed commitment to requirements contracts.

That could lead to termination penalties.

Q. The refund of prepayments assumed in connection with termination:

What assurance is there that appropriations will be made early in

FY-76 (or made at all)?

A. There is no assurance. We simply state that we will return the

prepayments. When will these appropriations occur? Well your

guess is as good as mine.

Q. Could I ask a question following up on the spent fuel one that you

were talking about in the next to the last question? How can you

figure on return of spent fuel when there aren't any chemical

reprocessing facilities and it isn't certain when there will be?

I mean, do you have an automatic offset under a fixed commitment

contract for the return of spent fuel if it isn't physically

returned?
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A. You'd better adjust your appendix now. j

You can advance some of the material into earlier years to take |

care of that problem, but it'll leave you short, I guess, later. |

You could do the same thing on requirement contracts if we agree ! |

to it, if its operationally feasible. You can try to take that ;

into account in this adjustment option and change your fixed " •

commitment contracts. ;
i

Q. Annex Information: How much detail regarding reduction is in order \

based on pool participation?

A. As I mentioned earlier, free partial termination in adjusting j

appendices quantities is merely for operating factors. It does

not involve a free termination in which to obtain material that is

needed for that unit from someone else. That subjects you to

termination charges.1

Q. When will the contract language modifications be available?

A. Our legal office is presently hard at work on developing the various

drafts of situations that we can encounter and I'm sure that we '11

have something ready to go in a couple of weeks, maybe three.

Q. Can a customer now with a fixed commitment contract assign part oi

it to another utility and cancel and the rest?

issued a clarifying statement on 8/1/75 which said: "An enriching
services customer may adjust commitments downwards under the expanded :j
contract option without charge due to slippage and revised assumptions ij
on operating conditions. If a customer contemplates pool participation, }
he may take this into account when establishing his overall operating . |
assumptions because he has the statistical protection of the pool. This |
action would not result in partial termination charges under the expanded \
contract option. In this connection, it should be noted, however, that
partial termination of any specific deliveries (such ar, first core or a
give reload) would be subject to partial termination charges." I
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A. Yes, he can do it in that order before the August 18 deadline and

suffer no termination charge. But he couldn't do it in reverse order,

of course.

Q. Will the special assignment rules be granted to utilities without

assignment?

A. If you are talking about advancing material, which is permissible

under the assignment criteria, what that refers to under assignment

of contracts is that you can advance quantities within the ten year

initial firm period. There is no advancement of date A as such.

Any advancements will have to be looked at, of course on ad hoc

basis to see whether we can operationally do it and if it meets

the other tests. I'm not sure what other special assignment rules

were contemplated by the question.

Q. Do cancellations take affect immediately on notice to ERDA or only

on August 19? That is, is a utility which cancels on August 1 free

to assign that contract and withdraw his cancellation before 5:00 PM

on August 18?

A. No. Once it's terminated it's gone, presumably forever.

Q. What happens to customers who have no appendices yet but whose date

for setting those appendices falls only a few weeks, two to three,

after the August 18 date?

A. Go ahead and submit your appendices on schedule. If you delay on

the 18th submit an appendix based on the slipped schedule.

Q. Do you anticipate any delay in submitting these appendices in order

for ERDA to see what is the effect of the open season and the

negotiation of appendix D?
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A. No, we don't see any delay. We still want the required information

on the 18th from everyone whether or not they have to have an

appendix in the contract two or three weeks after that date. We

may not get the information received on the 18th turned around and

backout to you right away, but you should still submit the appendix

information in accordance with the date set forth in your contract.

Q. Can an appendix be filed assuming no reprocessing?

A. We talked about that earlier. Yes.

Q. There is much talk of scheduled slippage. Is it possible to obtain

separative work units in a previous fiscal year, i.e., current SWUs

planned in July and August 1979, this is stated in our contract as

FY-80. With the change in fiscal years in contract, fiscal year

begins now en October 1979. SWUs needed in July and August 1979

are more likely to be in FY-79. Is it possible to have it charged

to the previous fiscal year?

A. Yes, we said (I'm net sure if it was in these questions and answers)

but we stated it in the January option, that those people that did

have a real need for separative work in this three month period,

which now is moved into the preceding fiscal year, that we would

make those changes within the initial ten year period. That will

allow you to move it into that year so that you can obtain your

separative work when you really need it.

Q. If a utility plans withdrawals for the three months following initial

firm period and the fiscal year causes unforeseen delay, will you

accommodate this by some increase in the total SWUs?

A. I guess this would assume on the very end of the contract because you'd

be increasing the initial ten year period and say you had no more SWUs

within the initial ten year period. You could firm up the 11th year

at th:it time, you could firm up two reloads that year and we could talk
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to you about possibility of early delivery on the first one in order

to get that three month period. Right now we make adjustments within

that ten year period but not any more separative work units than you

currently have within that period.

Q. Why does the expanded option not include provisions for partial

termination? This would have a positive affect on ERDAs ability

to build a separative work stockpile.

A. It does have a provision for partial termination but I guess you

must be talking about free partial termination for any reason what-

soever and what I mentioned earlier to somebody else stands. We

don't want to create any fractional contracts in this go around.

We wanted to handle all the contracts on a whole contract basis.

Termination in whole, which you can do, or adjust your whole contract

as related to the requirements of that reactor, but not to split it

between various sources of supply. That was not the purpose of the

contract adjustment.

I think it would be fair to say here, that one of ERDA's objectives

now is to take out some of the artificial demand and to have closer

relationship between separative work that is under contract and the

actual needs of the reactor.

Q. Can a utility with two 1200 megawatt electric reactors assign to a

utility with three 800 megawatt reactors and later the latter utility

set up three date A's separated by more than one year?

A. Yes. 1 don't see any problem with that. Two contracts, two date A's,

setting up three date A's by more than one year. Yes, the principle

that is expressed there is fine. As Pete mentioned earlier, we

wouldn't want the third date A to be earlier than the previous date

A unless there is some justification for it, and we make a extermi-

nation it is all right, but as a general rule we wouldn't permit it.

Otherwise it appears to be all right.
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Q. Do specific procedures exist for establishing Appendix D when the

delay is not an integral number of years? If not, when will they

be?

A. In the appendix D, che initial core feed will be scheduled 189

days before the original date A. So whatever your original dace

A is, we will back up 180 days from Chat and that will be tins first

day that feed deliveries will be required. The last one will bo

365 days thereafter. On the reloads, here again you establish c»te

fiscal year that it's in. Feed stares on April i of the calendar

year preceding that fiscal year. So it doesn't mat:cur, tot any

number of days slippage we can establish the Appendix D.

Q. Clark, hare is a couple of other ones for you* On your cable of

additional feed deliveries required at the time o£ product withdrawal,

che example shown would mean that the portion of the product in the

early delivery would require only .2 tails. Is this correct?

A. OK. There's one thing on that cable that could cause some confusion,

I showed the adjustment going from .2 to .275. If you had, say an

initial core originally scheduled in FY-77, at which tine transaction

tails are .2, the early feed would be based on .2, and if you delayed

it until, say, FY-79 when tails are .275 at that time then you'd have

to make up the difference. You would have delivered 100% of the feed

at .2 but now you are going to be short in FY-79 due to the tails

increase. So the early feed is based on the transaction tails in

effect when your original product was scheduled for withdrawal. It

can be different from when it is actually withdrawn.

Q. If your contract does not state date A and B, hence, it is by fiscal

year, say, FY 1978; now beginning July 1, 1977 and you want to delay

one year, what is your new date A and B? If the answer is date A

is July 1, 1978 and date B is Sept 30, 1979, would you have to commit

now how much is in the new FY-78 and 79.
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A. If you don't have a dace A now, we would establish the dace A and if
you want to sssve lc one year to July 1, 1973, this time wo would
establish a date B and i t would be Jurat 30, 1979. Sinct you have split
a fiscal year* you don't save to ceil us on August IS, how tBueh you are
spliCEing but we go into otgociaeian at that t tee . Any tiiSe- yon are
going t© spli t a year at the cist ©£ negotiations we have to decide- how
sueh is its tsaeh one, if you warned to in this ease, you coulu say IS
caachs s l ip though and establish your sew date A as Oct. 1, 1973 and
put It a i l in FV-79. Dace 8 would be Sept. 30, 1979.

Q. U1;ac you iire gayisg i s tfiac d*»Ec A and date B cannot be mote than 12
tsanths

nscrc may be ;s feu cBJ:traces that were written where there would be a

IS tsontt. .spread.

happened because* at the else we wrote the contracts the people

working on them didn*t know of che change in fiscal years and they

just assuaei! that what they put in would cover it. It didn*c though,

and no sose people, about a half & dozen, have IS sonth periods right

now.

If you have a problem with your date A atxd B call in and ask us and

we'll look at the contract and see.

Q. After you decide how you are going to split it between these two

fiscal years, then you can't aove it within the two fiscal years

any way you want, can you? The first part, this is the first fiscal

year, can you still aove it anywhere else in the fiscal year? And

the second part, aove it anywhere within this fiscal year? So, in

effect you do not necessarily have to take your first core within

the 12 month period?
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A. No, let's use the example that you have here. If you want to specify

some between the period of Ji y 1, 1978 and September 30, 1978, that's

FY-79 now, whatever you specify within that period you can take in any

place within that period.

Q. Within that three month period?

A. Within that three month period. Now, the next part of your appendix

will say October 1, 1978. We will now put in a date B if you come in

and request a modification which will be June 30, 1979, and you'll

have to take it within that nine month period. We're going to get

these back to twelve month periods if we can during the delay option.

Q. One from Walt Wolf, under either storage or usage, agreement, what tax

liabilities would accrue to such customers? (Also the recent Japanese

situation, i.e., storage in nontaxing state or county.)

A. OR the advice of counsel, "1 plead the fifth amendment," Walt.

Really on the tax situtation, we view it as strictly between the

utilities and the taxing body, whoever that is and we stay out of

it. What was the second part?

Q. What about storing material in other states such as Kentucky?

A. We would take under consideration any request for storage location

but we might not be able to go along with it.

Q. Are licenses required to assign SWUs between foreign and domestic

reactors?

A. I'm not really sure how this thing is going. Whether this is from

domestic to foreign or from foreign to domestic. It doesn't really

make any difference. If it's a foreign reactor, or if it's the SWUs

from a foreign reactor being assigned to a domestic reactor, then,

yes, you would have to have an import license to get it in the U.S.
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If it's a U.S. reactor assigning its SWUs to foreign, yes, there

would have to be export license to get it out of the U.S. There's

no other way.

Q. Could enrichment pools contract at the same time after August 18?

A. I don't see any problem in that if we can work out some kind of

schedule. It might be a rather hectic type of negotiation session

but I don't see any real problem.

Q. Can a conditional appendix, assuming plutonium recycle, be submitted

which would not be automatically applicable if the generic decision

is favorable but applicable under reasonable and economical terms

and conditions, not if fuel fabricators are unavailable?

A. Not at this time.

Q. Adjustment requires some withdrawal before September 30, 1985. Can

this be a fraction of the initial core?

A. Yes. As I stated this morning, we have defined withdrawal before

September 30, 1985 as one truckload. I think that is a minimum of

four 2-1/2 ton cylinders.

Q. Negotiation schedule. Can a group come in for pool action? How will

this be scheduled?

A. I don't know. We'll work something out. All I'm really going to do

is set up negotiation deadlines according with the initial delivery

dates. If somebody wants something different, they can get in touch

with me and we'll talk it over.

Q. Does open season allow fixed commitment contract holders having a

plutonium recycle appendix to go to appendices without provision

for plutonium recycle? Contract holder would revert to an all
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uranium version of the appendix which requires more SWUs than the

Pu one will cake. Is this interpreted as a net increase in require-

ments which is not permitted?

A. If you have dual appendices right now, you can make modifications to

them. You cannot have any more SWU in the Pu recycle appendix than

you now have in that one. Same for the uranium recycle appendix.

You must maintain dual appendices under the expanded contract option.

Q. The question is, as dual appendices are submitted, and the estimated

date of Pu recycle slips, it would seem logical that under the

contigency appendices total SWUs in the initial firm period will

increase. Is this permitted?

A. The contingeacy appendices, showing no Pu recycle, should have enough

SW in the event Pu recycle is never approved. Once they are firm no

increase is permitted.

Q. Under what conditions and with what restrictions will ERDA permit

partial assignments on year to year spot basis? Such is like the

occasion under world nuclear fuel market or S.W.A.P. transactions?

Example: Utility A desires to assign a thousand SWUs to utility B.

A. It would be a whole lot easier if you would just sell it to them.

I don't knew. I frankly haven't really considered this type of

situation, so I can't answer right now.

Q. Clark, given that an early feed deliveries may be used to satisfy

normal feed requirements as they occur without being tied to the

original requirement for which they were deposited, can the early

feed inventory on deposit fGr one reactor be used to meet the j
I

requirements of another reactor covered under the same contract in |
a different set of appendices? I
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Av In the fixed comraitoent concept each contract only has one reactor

and so the early feed requirements for that reactor are for that

contract and can only be used for that contract; Only requirement

contracts cover more than one reactor and early feed would not

apply unless you just wished to deliver early feed. In that case

you would build up an account and would be free to apply it to any

unit you wished.

Q. Would you please discuss under what circumstances or guidelines

ERDA would initiate cancellation of fixed commitment contracts?

When would the involved utilities be advised?

A. The current thinking on termination, that is excercising our

unilateral right to terminate the enrichment contracts in favor

of a private enricher, is that it won't be necessary. We antici-

pate that voluntary termination will take care of whatever is

needed. But, again, this is something that is a little hazy right

now and negotiations with UEA are currently under way and the final

outcome of what kind of assistance in that area is going to be re-

quired is not firmed up yet, but it doesn't look like that will be

a part of the package.

Q. On that one question, will you please elaborate again on cancellation

after August 18, 1975 if any company commits to go private say with

UEA? Under such circumstances would prepayments be refunded?

ERDA has advised both customers and potential private enrichers that
should an ERDA customer desire to be terminated by ERDA in order to
contract with a U.S private enricher, ERDA would honor such requests
without charge if a firm commitment to a U.S. supplier has been made for
those services. This would be done to the extent that commitments so
terminated are beyond those which ERDA can sustain at desired future
operating conditions.
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A. I mentioned this morning they would be ... here again this would

be upon proof of a firm commitment presented to ERDA, a firm com-

mitment with a private enricher such as UEA ... we don't know yet

what a firm commitment is. But it appears that UEA will net have

any firm commitments or contracts to be signed until after the

legislation has passed.**

Q. How about a letter of intent?

A. 1 wouldn't think we would honor that.

Q. Can the total SWUs in the original appendix A be exceeded in the new

appendix A if the total SWUs in the corresponding years to the old

initial firm period are not exceeded?

A. Total SWUs in the ten year initial firm period cannot be exceeded but

you can increase SWUs in a particular year.

Q. Will we be permitted to change date A and B if the appendices are not

yet established?

A. Yes. That's all we really want on August 18 for those customers whose

contracts do not have appendices. We will turn around and send out a

modification changing those dates.

Q. Can open season be used to eliminate a plutonium recycle appendix

altogether from contract now obtaining one?

UEA has been advised that it is reasonable to expect that utility
cusomers of ERDA could execute appropriate commitments to UEA, con-
tingent upon passage of the proposed Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act of
1975 and the execution of ERDA and UEA of an appropriate cooperative
arrangement pursuent to such legislation. Should such contingencies
not occur, utilities could simply maintain their existing status with
ERDA. When the contingencies do occur, the contract with UEA would
become firm and the ERDA contract would be terminated.
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A. Ho. Dua?. appendices must be maintained, iou can adjust the timing

in which you show plutonium recycle as long as you are careful with

your separative work maximum.

Q. Explain how and where, customers who have not submitted appendices

yet will be included in the negotiation schedule. For example, if

appendices are due to be submitted after August 18.

A. For those customers who do not have appendices and don't want the

expanded contract option, there is no change. They'll be required

to firm up appendices in accordance with the date in their contract.

For those who do want expanded contract options or to slip date A

• and B, we'll do that prior to the time the appendices are to be

submitted. We want that information on the 18th and we'll turn

around the modification very shortly. But here again, there's no

change in the date on which you're required to firm up an appendix.

Q. If we move SWUs forward to make up for delays in plutonium recycle,

and appendix A and B are modified to reflect the actual SWUs needed,

are feed requirements based on the reloads which formerly had Pu

recycle but now do not have Fu?

A. No. Appendix B reflects the actual requirements to support your new

Appendix A and the feed will be based on those quantities. The timing

will be based on whatever the original schedule was. In this case you

would be making yourself deliver more feed than you would if you hadn't

delayed uranium recycle or plutonium recycle or whatever it might be.

You have to deliver the feed based on the new revised quantity.

Q. Doran, here is one for you. Credit for SWU content of tails. Separa-

tive work content accruing the commission as a result of the step-

wise tails increase to .3 instead of .2 will cost customers more

U3O8. Can we get the SWUs credit when tails return to .2?



A. No. But the only time there would be any value to the tails in terms

of feed would be if there was sufficient separative work available to

refeed that staff instead of normal which would take considerably more

separative work. But to protect yourselves take your tails with you.

Q. Bo you anticipate any of the conditional contracts will be made firm

after August 18 and a review of the delay options?

A. Those contracts which were termed as conditional contracts will remain

so as far as we are concerned right now. No change is due on them at

this time.

Q. If only a quantity adjustment was desired, i.e., no slippage whatever,

based upon reassessment of earlier capacity factors assumptions, what

information is required to be submitted to ERDA on August 18?

A. All we want to know on the 18th is, "Yes, I want to avail myself of your

expanded contract option, I don't anticipate any slippage but I wish to

adjust the separative work."

Q. What are the policy considerations in helping the industry financially?

Why, if the MWe rating is reduced, isn't the advance payment reduced

accordingly?

A. As John LaFond mentioned earlier, there had to be a balance struck

between what we needed and what the utility industry wanted and in

this regard we determined that because of our budgetary situation

that we were not in a position to lose any advance payment money that

we had had in our budget cycle. We would have to go back to OMB, it's

a budgetary thing mostly.

Q. In your discussion of partial termination you mentioned a termination

charge because an alternate source was used. I assume alternate

source means that if they to go anybody else to actually get SW then

that would result in termination charges?
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A. Yes, if they have a requirement and it is satisfied somewhere

else . . . .

Q. What about another EEDA contract?

A. We will just have to look at those on an ad hoc basis to see if

termination charges are applicable.

Q. Could I ask this terrific question cause you're treading on some ...

ground which is kinda hallowed as far as StfUCO is concerned. In other

words, if members of an enrichment type pool would come in and reduce

their ordering, ie., partially terminate, based upon the fact that they

are now a member of a statistical population relying on each others

short and long through the operation, that you would consider that an

alternate source, because that's exactly what SWUCO is intending to do

is to arrange the ordering of a group based upon statistics. And hence,

one man's long will be used to supply another man that is short. Is

that indeed an alternate source?

A. Yes, I think so, unless you can present us enough data to convince us

that that group of reactors actually has lowered capacity factors, and

that is why they would have reduced quantities. In other words, it

should be tied to operative conditions.1

Q. May I see if the contigency on this side understands. Do I understand

that if a reactor were in on the basis of an 80% capacity factor, and

now were to reestablish an appendix A on the basis of a 70% capacity

factor tha' would be alright? (Correct.) I guess the solution is clear

then, isn't it. Thank you.

Refer to footnote 1 on page
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A. Those have to be reasonable, Forty percent would not be reasonable.

Q. In the event the NRG approves Pu recycle in 1978 and no reprocessing

plants are put in operation until the mid-80s, will ERDA take this

information into account when committing each contract and appendix

to the recycle mode in 1978?

A. No, when the contract is set up it's an automatic flop over to the Pu

recycle mode as far as appendices and separative work commitments upon

generic approval by the cognizant authority.

I might make a comment there, that as you consider the options open to

you now, you can cover yourself to some extent by trying to make the

best guess when you think your recycle is going to start and adjust

your contract accordingly.

Q. Are you going to consider a partial termination if we had the last

years of our contract very low because we can't get it here under

the contract?

A. Not if there won't be any change in the total separative work. If

we say we're not going to give it to you, so that relieves you of

it, partial termination.

Q. Suppose that somebody has ten reactors, ten contracts, and decides

they are going to cancel one of those, run the ten reactors on the

nine contracts, is that illegal?

A. No. Once you take delivery of the material you can use it any place

you want to.

Q. But, it I were to go back isn't that "an other source?"

A. Not if you're talking about total termination of the contract. Aren't

you? That one contract?
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''I
Q. That was the example I gave, yes. tj

A. With that example, yes, that s fine. You can operate ten reactors >'
r-

with nine contracts. ?
i

Q. Alright, so then there would be these acceptable, if I may use the

word, methods of procedures. One would be to cancel some contracts

entirely and another one would be to readjust contracts to be on the

basis of the lower capacity.

A. That's correct. We're not looking for any reason behind a total

termination.

Q. Yes, I understand. I knew you weren't looking behind the termination

of that contract but what I was a little concerned about was that

there might be some restriction on the other contract material that

come in to run the reactor whose contract was terminated. That was

the reason for my question.

A. No, there would be no restriction.

Q. In revising reported operating factors, will ERDA require supporting

information?

A. Yes. As I mentioned this morning, we want the same type annex

information we required originally with the submittal of appendix A.

Q. What if in the future, ERDA determines revised operating factors

were not valid?

A. Spilled milk. Then we're stuck. What's the old adage about hind-

sight?
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Q. What options are available to a customer who sees himself running

short of SWUs in a given fiscal year? Will you respond to a request

for additional SWUs?

A. You have the Appendix C additional feed option in your contract to " |

supply us with more feed to obtain additional separative work. You

also can come and ask for it. Really that's the first thing to do.

We don't have any to give you right now. There's been some talk and

some discussion that maybe after the expanded contract option is over

and everything shakes out, we might open up short term contracts for

spot sales. Nothing official on that yet however. It's just some-

thing we are looking at. As you know right now, the short term

contracts are limited to working inventory or for test reactors. But

we're thinking about taking those restriction off. That's just a

possibility.

Q. Under this new plan, would a customer retain the flexibility to re-

quest changes in tails assay, to meet more closely his actual re-

quirements? Can a customer request a reduction in tails thereby

reducing delivered product while maintaining the same SWUs?

A. No, the customer at this point doesn't have the right to ask for

changes in the tails assay under our agreements. There would be no

difference.

Q. What about variable tails option?

A. If it ever came about, yes.

Q. Public statements made with respect to the administration and ERDAs

support of UEA suggest that it can be expected that 9,000 metric tons

of separative work of diffusion capacity will be added to the U.S.

enriching capability by 1983. Was this considered, when, or will it

be considered when establishing tails assay?
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A. 1 don't think so. We have our customers and we'll supply them as

best we can. UEA will have their customers and if some of our

customers don't like our tails assay, if it happens to be too high

and the UEA is offering a lower tails assay they are certainly free

to go with UEA. We are intending to supply our customers, and de-

pending on plutonium recycle will supply at the necessary tails assay.

Q. Dave, here's another one. Really, Baranowski probably ought to answer

it and maybe shed some light on it. Why is the embargo on the use of

foreign uranium in domestic reactors been extended to use in the dif-

fusion plants? Won't additional early feed help with ERDA pre-

production goal?

A. I can't answer for Baranowski, but part of the thinking was that to

use this material in the diffusion plants would encourage the purchase

of foreign feed which was not something that we really wanted to

encourage.

Q. What criteria will be used by ERDA in establishing requirements if

Plutonium recycle is not permitted by NRC? If there is an indefinite

delay by NRC in authorizing Pu recycle does this justify which schedule

applies?

A. I don't know if we've developed any criteria. As you know the con-

tingency non—Pu recycle appendix is what is in effect and upon generic

approval automatically will flop over to the Pu recycle schedule.

Q» For contracts without appendices now, could we set our appendices

A, B, and D in the future, in any way we want so long as the re-

quirements for the balance of the initial period exceeds twice the

requirements for the first core?

A. Yes, "twice the first core" still applies. However, we dropped the

twice initial core rule for those type reactors which under certain

operating conditions could not meet twice the initial core. It still
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stands basically as a requirement however. If we had agreed earlier

to a 1.8 times the initial core for some reason, either because of

operating conditions or for an HTGR, say, then that same ratio will

apply to any new appendices established under the expanded contract

option.

Q. Can I reduce my feed material account to zero by taking delivery of

a portion of scheduled SWUs?

A. I assume you are talking about in the same year that you make de-

livery of it. We said the early feed is for delayed product with-

drawal. It can only be used for delayed product withdrawal. So

if you delayed just enough so that you would have, say, 25% of it

there, and then you tried to leave some of your SWUs scheduled

that year, you can't use that early feed for that part of the

product that was not delayed. I assume that is what is meant.

The answer is that you cannot reduce the feed account to zero in

the year it is delivered by using it against nondelayed products.

All the feed must be delivered for any product not delayed.

Q. Can one show less ?u thus affecting the total SWU limit?

A. The Pu-recycle appendices remain subject to their original total

SWUs; the ten year limit. Yes, dual appendices will be subject

to their separate original total SWUs limits.

Q. In a situation where a reactor has been delayed, why is it appro-

priate to require early feed in advance of date A? The customer

would obviously not have withdrawn on date A.

A. We don't have the firm schedule yet, so, we really don't know when

you might take it. You have the right to withdraw on date A. Did

we cover the situation where it would not be judged from date A but |

a later date where there's a firm schedule with a split fiscal year

and the first fiscal year is firmed up as a zero, then the 180 days

would be from the fiscal year start rather than from date A.
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This is a little break for chose people that have firmed up zero for

some reason in the first fiscal year of an initial core being taken

over two fiscal years. We'll start 180 days from the breaking point

there which will put it back on January 1.

That's all the written questions I have. Are there any other written

questions or verbal?

Q. Pete, there was one question I asked that you didn't really answer.

In the annex or support data for new capacity factor, etc., it sort

of touches on what we've already been sort of circling around, the

capacity factor reduction for pooling action would obviously be

based on the statistics of the industry as a whole, i.e., a reduction

capacity factor. Exactly what kind of data would you anticipate or

detailing if, for example, a group would come in as a pool to support

these capacity factors and historical data. How deep do you want this

in terms of computer analysis, what have you?

A. That would probably would be preferable, in the ones I've seen.

Q. I would seill like a clarification to the question that I ask earlier.

It is important and it might be important to some other people. I can

understand the deadline date of the 18th of August, regarding termina-

tion of contracts. After the 18th if we cancel it, I can see paying

the prepayment and losing those prepayments. But if UEA or any of

the other private people become viable, let's say a year after the

18th of August, or any other date, then any utility who decides to

drop the ERDA contract and go with the UEA would want his advance

payments. What would the considerations be at that time about re-

funding the prepayment to the utilities?

Also, earlier today you said that by the 18th of August we say we're

going to retain the contract and then later drop it, the advance

payments are lost. But if we're contracting with UEA, you say un-

equivocably that we're going to get prepayments back right now, are

we going to get half of them back or what?
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A. Our policy now is that we will return all of it. I don't see any

reason to change that policy. This policy was written, I think,

back in January and February. It's not in the contract. The only

thing in the contract is this unilateral right on the part of ERDA

to terminate. On an. individual basis, if you show us a firm com-

mitment, you may terminate your contract and we will return all of

your advance payments.

Q. It doesn't have to be before August 18.

A. It can be any time.

Q. I just wanted to establish that that wasn't something that was in the

mill for consideration. It's a fact, a policy fact.

A. Yes. It's a policy fact.

Q. I want you to verify this one more time that the original schedule,

which you derived for early delivery. Is it the delivery requirement

for the existing appendix A in the contract as they existed prior to

this offering and it's not based on the tails of the .2, .225, .275,

or 3?

A. All of the appendices are based on .2 right now. We do not plan to

make any changes until there's a federal register notice that is

final.

Q. Also, on the definition of a slipping reload, with the slippage in

the construction permit, is it possible to just let the first core

slip with this offer and leave the reload to slip with the construc-

tion permit delay in the contract?

A. Well, my reaction to that is, no, that wouldn't be permitted. When

you slip your initial core a year, that in effect is slipping your

date A and date B and under the open season policy your estimated
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date registered on your construction permit will automatically slip

that much too. At least that much. You can slip it more if you

want to. We won't maintain that relationship with you.

Q. Must reloads slip as much as the first core?

A. I think we*d look at that on ad hoc basis. I think that could be if

you showed us some operating conditions as to why the reloads would

not slip the same amount as the initial core. You don't have to slip

the reload date. You're talking about the estimated date of con-

struction permit issuance.

Q. I have a question about variable tails assay. Is there provision

within the present contract for the customer to request, say, .25%

tails should there be a shortage in SWUs?

A. It's under the appendix C, you have the right if you need additional

SWUs, you approach us to determine if we can provide additional SWUs

and if we can't give it to you due to operational considerations, then

you have the right under Appendix C to increase the tails using the

same quantity of SWUs but getting additional enriched product.

Q. I'd like to know, in the early SWU schedule, why you are requiring

180 days in advance, instead of 90 days in advance of the original

date of withdrawal. Will the Appendix D schedules that you plan

now, necessarily correspond to the monthly schedule product with-

drawal?

A. I think about the only guides we can give you at this point is, it

won't exceed the limits we had up this morning. It will be based

on levelizing some optimum feed schedules for the enrichment plant.

Q. I think I heard two different answers to the question. Maybe I'm

just confused but supposing a customer has an early date A that he

will have to slip for several years, and can find another contract
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that he can take assignments on from other utilities that has a

more convenient date A. Can he terminate that original contract

without termination charges before the 18th and take assignment

on the other one?

A. Yes. That is not an alternative source.

Q. You can terminate your contract, after saying taking assignment of

another one?

A. Yes. As 1 said before, we're not looking behind any reasons for

terminating a contract between now and the 18th.

Q. Our scheduled construction permit issuance date has come and gone

and we are estimating approximately 18 more months before we actually

get a CP. Now, we asked for a delay on the 18th based on an 18 month

delay and it turns out that we were too conservative and only need a

12 month delay. Would the request for delay be declared void based

on the fact that the delay has to be at least as long as the change

in the appendix A?

A. I'm not exactly sure that I follow you. I guess the reload slippage

would never be invoked because your CPI slippage would never go into

effect.

Q. No, back to the first core. As I understood it, the slippage between

the appendix, during the open season, has to be at least as long as

the delay in the construction permit. Or is that where I am confused?

A. Wait a minute. It would be the other way around. The only connection

between the delay in date A and the delay in the construction permit

is for reload slippage. And in that case we say the construction

permit must slip at least as much as date A. Not vice versa.
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I do have an answer to a question that came up at noon and that was

concerning the current gaseous diffusion plant operating tails. We

are presently operating at .25.

Thank you gentlemen.
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